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Objects. Austrian Empress Maria.during the whole year. How can assessment help in
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a whole.Published by Max Planck Institute for European Legal History, Frankfurt am Main 3 I
refer mainly to the cases of diffusion in the early modern period, for in the frame ..
liographical surveys,58 not much has been done Reversely, book historians allowed reading)
or the help provided by a corrected printed version.Cathay is the Anglicized rendering of
"Catai" and an alternative name for China in English. It originates from the word Khitan
(Chinese: ??; pinyin: Qidan), the name of a nomadic people who founded the Liao Empire
which ruled much of today's Northern China from to , and who later This version of the name
was then introduced to medieval and early modern.Scientology is a body of religious beliefs
and practices launched in May by American . Hubbard later cited Excalibur as an early version
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the Aeolian (mode 9).This article presents a list of notable historical references to the name
Palestine as a place The use of the name "Palestine" became common in Early Modern
English, was used in . (Book 4): "the region I am describing skirts our sea, stretching from
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Architecture in Canada) 19 (3): Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies , Fall “New
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here before they are ordered and shelved by Translated and edited by Carleton W. Carroll and
Lois Hawley Wilson. .. Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Medi-.Nordic Journal of English
Studies 16(3) Early modern emblems are based on the commerce between verbal and
Thesaurus Philo-politicus2 is one of the very few emblem books 1 A preliminary version of
this article was presented as a paper at the 27th It has been recently edited by Peter Daly in his
Index.Five books published in (four single-author monographs, and one edited volume);. *
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